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ANNE MCCAFFREY:
A LIFE WITH DRAGONS
ROBIN ROBERTS
Anne McCaffrey was one of the first
women to achieve high levels of
success in the field of fantasy and
science-fiction writing. As the author
of the Dragonriders of Pern series,
she has gone on to become not only
an award-winning writer, but also one
of the most influential figures in the
genre. This comprehensive and
intelligent
biography
reveals
McCaffrey as a complex figure who
creates her stunning works by drawing on her life experiences from restless young mother to becoming an Irish citizen. Using
interviews with McCaffrey, her family, friends and colleagues, as
well as archival correspondence, this volume examines how her
early interest in theatre, languages, history and mythology have
all helped shape her incredibly popular body of work. Hb $56.00
243pp
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MANGA MANIA:
OCCULT & HORROR:
HOW TO DRAW THE ELEGANT &
SEDUCTIVE CHARACTERS
OF THE DARK
CHRISTOPHER HART
This title introduces readers to the
strange, mysterious universe of
elegant occult and horror. Subtle and
compelling, Japanese occult and
horror manga gracefully melds the two
genres into one. There are many
transformations that occur and the
drama is less gory than traditional
Western plots. This is the first Western tutorial on this most
alluring and complex genre. With his popular step-by-step
drawings and clear text, this best-selling author shows exactly
how to draw wizards, demon children, vampires, card readers,
dragon worshipers and many more denizens of the hidden
places between darkness and light. Tp $39.95 144pp

HOLLYWOOD HORROR FROM
A YEAR OF FEAR:
THE DIRECTOR’S CHAIR:
A DAY-BY-DAY GUIDE
SIX FILMMAKERS IN THE
TO 366 HORROR FILMS
FRANCHISE OF FEAR
BRYAN SENN
SIMON A WILKINSON
This eclectic overview of horror cinema
Profitable, relatively inexpensive to
offers up a collection of horror films for
produce and with a faithful built-in
practically any occasion and literally
audience,
Hollywood
horror
every day of the year. For example, the
franchise films have long dominated
author recommends commemorating
the market for generic feature film
United Nations Day (October 24) with a
productions. This work examines the
screening of the dramatic The
significant effects, good and bad,
Colossus of New York, which takes
that the horror franchise genre has
place at the UN Building. Each day-byhad on the careers of several
day entry includes the movie title,
American film directors, including Wes Craven (Nightmare on production year and a plot summary, along with a brief explanation
Elm Street), Don Coscarelli (Phantasm), and Joe Berlinger of how the film fits into the history of that particular day and
(Blair Witch 2: Book of Shadows). Tp $54.95 264pp
interesting anecdotes on the film’s production. Tp $54.95 547pp
TO INFINITY AND BEYOND!:
THE STORY OF PIXAR ANIMATION STUDIOS
KAREN PAIK & LESLIE IWERKS
In 1986, three visionaries - John Lasseter, Ed Catmull and
Steve Jobs - united to form Pixar Animation Studios.
Combining their respective abilities in animation, computer
graphics and entrepreneurship, their goal was to create the
very first feature length computer animated film. Against all
odds and overcoming myriad obstacles, the tiny studio
created Toy Story and single-handedly changed the course
of animation forever. 20 years later, after seven
groundbreaking, record-setting movies, the team at Pixar
celebrates their journey in this full-colour compendium. Over
400 pieces of exquisite concept art, storyboard sketches and photographs testify to
Pixar's wild creativity. Over 50,000 words of text bring to life all the quirky personalities
and the unique corporate culture they have fostered. Also includes extensive and neverbefore-published interviews with Lasseter, Catmull, Jobs, George Lucas and Leonard
Maltin. Hb $135.00 320pp
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SCIEN CE FICTION
AND FANTAS Y
SHANA ABE
QUEEN OF DRAGONS
The drákon, a powerful clan of shapeshifters, live hidden among the remote
hills of 18th century England. For
centuries, they thought themselves alone
at Darkfrith, but the arrival of a letter
from the Princess Maricara sent from the
Carpathian Mountains of Transylvania
suggests the existence of a lost tribe of
drákon. It is a possibility that the Alpha
lord, Kimber Langford, Earl of Chasen,
cannot ignore. For whoever this
unknown princess may be, she’s
dangerous enough to know about the
drákon’s existence and where to find
them. Hb $38.00 304pp Due Dec
JAY AMORY
THE FLEDGING OF AZ
GABRIELSON
Clouded World #1. The system of massive
automated elevators which send up
everything the Airborn need to survive,
are breaking down, threatening to take the
Airborn society with them. Someone has
to go down to the Ground to find out what
has happened and Az, with his wingless
similarity to the prehistoric Groundlings,
looks to be perfect for the task. But on the
Ground, Az finds more questions than
answers: a benighted people who worship
a dim notion of the Airborn and aspire to
be like them. A people who are beginning
to think their way of life is part of a very
un-natural order of things. And a girl
called Cassie Grubdollar, who’s definitely
no angel... Pb $22.95 347pp
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BARTH ANDERSON
THE PATRON SAINT OF
PLAGUES
Since the rise of the
Holy Renaissance,
Ascension,
once
known as Mexico
City, has become the
most populous city in
the world, its citizens
linked to a central
government
net
through
wetware
implanted in their
brains. But while
their dictator grows fat with success, the
masses are captivated by Sister
Domenica, an insurgent nun whose
weekly pirate broadcasts prophesy a
wave of death. All too soon, Domenica’s
nightmarish prediction proves true and
Ascension’s hospitals are overrun with
victims of a deadly fever. As the rampant
plague kills too quickly to be contained,
Mexico smuggles Henry David Stark, a
crack virus hunter over the border.
Racing against time, Stark battles
corruption to uncover a horrifying truth this is no ordinary outbreak, but a
deliberately unleashed man-made virus
and the killer is someone Stark knows. Pb
$16.95 512pp Due Dec
KEVIN ANDERSON
METAL SWARM
The Saga of Seven Suns #6. In the
aftermath of a devastating war, swarms
of ancient black robots built by the lost
insectoid Klikiss race continue their
depredations on helpless worlds with
stolen and heavily armed Earth
battleships. Among the humans, the
Hansa’s brutal Chairman struggles to
crush any resistance even as King Peter
breaks away to form his own new
Confederation among the colonies who
have declared their independence. And
meanwhile, the original, voracious
Klikiss race, long thought to be extinct,
has returned, intent on conquering their
former worlds and willing to annihilate
anyone in the way. Hb $49.95 480pp Due
Dec
PIERS ANTHONY
STORK NAKED
Xanth #30. Surprise Golem has just
lost her brand-new baby. The Stork
assigned to deliver her eagerly awaited
Bundle of Joy has inexplicably refused to
surrender it, flying off instead through a
hole in the fabric of reality. Now, to track
down her offspring, Surprise must lead
an ill-assorted assemblage of confederates
on a desperate quest through dozens of
different Xanths. But sinister, unseen
forces are determined to stop her and in
order to find her child, Surprise may have
to lose her heart. Pb $16.95 342pp
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PIERS ANTHONY
AIR APPARENT
Xanth #31. When the Good Magician
Humfrey’s son Hugo suddenly
vanishes, his disappearance sets in
motion a series of madcap misadventures
that send a collection of colourful
characters on a perilous pair of parallel
quests. Among them are Debra, a pretty
young girl beset by an obnoxious curse,
Hugo’s beloved wife Wira, Nimbus, the
Demon Xanth’s own son and the
mysterious outlaw known as the Random
Factor. As they travel through the realm,
these unwitting adventurers discover
they are key players in a grand drama
whose origins reach back to the origins of
time itself. Hb $49.95 320pp
CATHERINE ASARO
ALPHA
A stand-alone sequel to Nebula
Award winner, Sunrise Alley (Pb $18.95).
Charon is dead. Long live Charon! The
creator of a proscribed network of rogue
AIs and androids has been destroyed, his
multiple copies deleted. Except for one.
Alpha: a female android who seems to
possess a conscience, so much so that her
execution is delayed. Big mistake. Now
on the run and with her former captor as
hostage, Alpha moves to activate a long
dormant master-plan that may well
include the end of humanity and the
violent transformation of the world as we
know it. Pb $15.95 384pp Due Dec
KAGE BAKER
SKY COYOTE
A Company Novel. Facilitator Joseph
has outlasted entire civilisations during his
20,000 years of service to Dr Zeus, the 24th
century Company that created immortal
operatives like him to preserve history and
culture. The year is 1699 and Joseph is now
in Alta California, to imitate an ancient
Native-American Coyote god and save the
native Chumash from the white
Europeans. He has the help of the Botanist
Mendoza, who hasn’t got over the death of
her lover Nicholas, in Elizabethan
England. Tp $32.00 Due Dec
WAYNE BARLOWE
GOD’S DEMON
The powerful Lord Sargatanas is
restless. For millennia Sargatanas has
ruled dutifully, but unenthusiastically,
building his city, Adamantinarx, into the
model of an Infernal metropolis. But he
has never forgotten what he lost in the
Fall - proximity to God. He is sickened by
what he has become. Now, with a small
event, a confrontation with one of the
damned souls, he makes a decision that
will reverberate through every being in
Hell. Sargatanas decides to attempt the
impossible, to rebel, to endeavour to go
Home and bring with him anyone who
chooses to follow... be they demon or
soul. He will stake everything on this
chance for redemption. Hb $49.95 352pp
WWW.GALAXYBOOKS.COM.AU

NEW TITLE

CLASSIC TITLE

NAME OF THE WIND

THE CALL OF CTHULHU
AND OTHER WEIRD STORIES

PATRICK ROTHFUSS
TP $35 662PP
Each year we are presented with
new authors praised by their
publisher as the ‘next big thing’.
Unfortunately, these praises are
often followed with reviews that
liken the author to another
toadstool on Tolkien’s tomb. But
this time they have gotten it right.
Patrick Rothfuss, though no
stranger to the written word,
makes an impact with his first
novel
that
has
garnered
comparison to Robin Hobb and
Kate Elliott, and rightfully so, for
not only can he string a sentence
together, but he also demonstrates
a talent for engrossing the reader completely, with a mixture of
wit and wisdom, laughter and tears.
The telling of this story is not rushed, the depiction of his
characters is perfectly paced and creeps up on you until you find
yourself wandering in a world as vividly realised as Martin’s
Westeros. He works with such style and technique that it’s
difficult to believe this is his first foray into fantasy fiction; his
characterisation is distinct – no voice blends into another and
the stream of prose is so engrossing that even those parts of the
tale that may have been used frequently in other stories only
work to add a feeling of comfortable familiarity to this new and
powerful voice.
But the beauty of Rothfuss’ outstanding debut lays not so much
in the execution as it does in the flair of its main character
Kvothe and the slow reveal of his tale. For despite the somewhat
arrogant declaration of his fame on the back cover, Kvothe’s
beginnings are of a much humbler origin than his future
reputation. Born to the Ruh, a people much like our own
gypsies, who make their living as actors for any who can pay to
see their performance, he is taught different things by each
member of the troupe, but his most memorable lessons come
from Abenthy, an arcanist from the University, the greatest seat
of learning in the known world. It is from Abenthy that he learns
of the simplest forms of magic and his intelligence and hunger
for knowledge grows from spark to flame. And when his world is
changed forever by faerie tales come to life, he realises there is
more to Abenthy’s magic than just the science he’s taught him
and he determines to learn it.
This is a story of history and tragedy, and the confusion of old
stories that tell different tales of the past. There is magic in this
world, a wild power that stands apart from the guise of science
that the arcanists teach and that only the greatest minds of the
University can touch. And Kvothe chases it, for different
reasons, throughout the course of his early life, leading him from
the open road and winding its way to the city in which the
University lies waiting.
Though this is a large book, none of the pages are wasted. In
fact, I became increasingly distressed the closer I got to the end
of the book – I didn’t want it to end. - Mark
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H P LOVECRAFT (EDITED BY S T JOSHI)
PB $22.95 240PP
One of the most influential writers of
early 20th century supernatural fiction,
H P Lovecraft broke from the
preceding Gothic traditions of ghosts
and hauntings by blending his work
with elements of science fiction.
Influenced by a life-long interest in the
various fields of science and an almost
nihilistic belief in the meaninglessness
of existence, Lovecraft’s style posited
the human race as a fragile species,
constantly under threat of extinction by
ancient beings of near-infinite power,
far older than the earth itself. By
incorporating small amounts of contemporary scientific theory,
such as astronomy and biology, Lovecraft imbued his fanciful
tales of terror and the supernatural with an air of authoritative
plausibility.
Throughout his various short stories, Lovecraft developed a
pantheon of gods and other non-human beings which gradually
became known as the ‘Cthulhu Mythos’. Originally intended to
provide mysterious background elements for his stories of
existential horror, Lovecraft often inserted throw-away phrases in
his work that revealed little but suggested much. Quotes such as,
“(he)… claimed to have sailed to strange ports and talked with
undying leaders of the cult in the mountains of China” and “He
talked of his dreams in a strangely poetic fashion; making me
see with terrible vividness the damp Cyclopean city of slimy
green stone – whose geometry, he oddly said, was all wrong…”
and many others helped to create a nebulous backdrop for his
various tales of otherworldly terror. Lovecraft’s writing inspired
many other authors to contribute to the ‘Mythos’, with authors
such as Robert E Howard (the creator of Conan), Clarke Ashton
Smith, Stephen King, Robert Bloch (Psycho), Brian Lumley
(Necroscope) and Neil Gaiman, having either added to
Lovecraft’s world or writing tales directly inspired by his work.
This particular collection features several of Lovecraft’s best
known stories, one of the most influential of which is The Call of
Cthulhu. It tells a sprawling tale of a young man’s investigation
into the mysterious death of his grand-uncle. Discovering that his
relative was researching reports of an evil cult centred on the
worship of an ancient and horrifying God known as Cthulhu, our
protagonist continues this work, gathering terrifying accounts
from various people and their experiences associated with the
Great Old One.
I recommend this edition specifically because it contains a
detailed introduction by S T Joshi, one of the pre-eminent
scholar’s Lovecraft’s oeuvre. Joshi also peppers each story with
many detailed footnotes in order to help the reader place the tale
within Lovecraft’s personal life and career, as well as the wider,
historical context of 1920’s America. - Raph
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ELIZABETH BEAR & SARAH MONETTE
COMPANION TO WOLVES
A young nobleman, Isolfr, is chosen
to become a wolfcarl, a warrior who is
bonded to a fighting wolf. Isolfr is deeply
drawn to the wolves and, as his father’s
heir he can refuse the call, he chooses to
go. The people of this wintry land depend
on the wolfcarls to protect them from the
threat of trolls and wyverns, though the
supernatural creatures have not come in
force for many years. Men are growing
too confident. The wolfhealls are small
and the lords give them less respect than
in former years. But the winter of Isolfr’s
bonding, the trolls come down from the
north in far greater numbers than before
and the holding’s complaisance gives
way to terror in the dark. Isolfr, now
bonded to a queen wolf, Viradechtis,
must learn where his honour lies and
discover the lengths to which he will go
where it, and love for his wolf, drive him.
Hb $49.95 304pp
LAURIE BROWN
HUNDREDS OF YEARS TO
REFORM A RAKE
Josephine Drummond is a professional
paranormal researcher hired to prove that
the ghost of Lord Deverell Thornton, the
very handsome Earl and a notorious rake
in his time, haunts the crumbling Waite
Castle. But the ghost drags Josephine
back to the Regency period to help him
try to prevent the swindle that
impoverished the Earl and threatens to
turn his castle into a most undignified
modern-day tourist attraction. Josephine
has to contend with being a modern
career woman trying to navigate the
complex social scene of the Regency
period, make sure no one discovers her
real identity and unmask a charlatan. But
all of these are easier than resisting her
undeniable attraction to the Earl, who is
clearly determined to sweep her off her
feet. Pb $16.95 391pp
JIM BUTCHER
CURSOR’S FURY
The Codex Alera #3. When the High
Lord of Kalarre enters into a dangerous
alliance with the Canim and treachery
destroys the Aleran army’s command
structure, an inexperienced young Tavi of
Calderon leads a poorly equipped legion
against the Canim horde. Pb $15.95 544pp

ORSON SCOTT CARD
EMPIRE
The American Empire has grown
too fast and the fault lines at home are
stressed to the breaking point. The war of
words between Right and Left has
collapsed into a shooting war, though
most people just want to be left alone. The
battle rages between the high-technology
weapons on one side and militia footsoldiers on the other, devastating the
cities and overrunning the countryside.
But the vast majority, who only want the
killing to stop and the nation to return to
more peaceful days, have technology,
weapons and strategic geniuses of their
own. When the American dream shatters
into violence, who can hold the people
and the government together? Pb $15.95
368pp Due Dec
ISOBELLE CARMODY
A MYSTERY OF WOLVES
The Legend of Little Fur #3.
Little Fur discovers that her friend, the cat
Ginger, is in terrible danger. Advised by
the wise Sett Owl to seek out the Mystery
of Wolves, Little Fur takes as her guide an
old wolf she frees from the zoo. Greysong
leads her high into the frozen mountains
where she must face the deadly peril that
lies at the heart of the Mystery of Wolves.
The safety of Little Fur and Ginger will
depend upon what she can learn about her
own mysterious past... Hb $24.95 262pp
CLIFFORD CHASE
WINKIE
After suffering decades of
neglect from the children who once loved
him, Winkie hurls himself off the shelf,
and out the window, to the forest. But just
as he is discovering the joys of mobility,
self-determination and true love, he gets
trapped in the jaws of a society gone rabid
with fear and paranoia. Having come
upon the cabin of the mad professor who
stole his beloved, Winkie is suddenly
surrounded by the FBI, who instantly
conclude that he is the evil mastermind
behind dozens of terrorist attacks that
have been traced to the forest. Terrified
and confused, Winkie is brought to trial,
where the prosecution attempts to seal the
little bear’s fate by calling upon witnesses
from the trials of Galileo, Socrates, John
Scopes and Oscar Wilde. Pb $22.95 240pp

JIM BUTCHER
CAPTAIN’S FURY
The Codex Alera #4. After years of
war with the invading Canim, Tavi of
Calderon, now Captain of the First Aleran
Legion, uncovers information about an
even greater threat, the savage Word,
who had driven the Canim from their
homeland. He must risk everything to
forge a desperate alliance between the
Aleran and Cane to take on their mutual
enemy. Hb $49.95 320pp Due Nov
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DEBORAH CHESTER
THE PEARLS
The Pearls and
the Crown #1. Lady
Lea, beloved sister of
the Emperor Caelan,
is gifted with the
ability to see into
others’ hearts and
when she is moved
to tears, those tears
become pearls. When
the hardened warrior
Lord
Shadrael
kidnaps her and takes her through the
fearsome Hidden Ways of the shadow
world, Lea can foresee her destiny in him.
If she is to save Shadrael from his own
darkness, she will ultimately have to
choose between her brother and her
abductor. Pb $15.95 304pp
SUSANNA CLARKE
LADIES OF GRACE ADIEU AND
OTHER STORIES
Faerie is never as far away as you think.
Sometimes you find you have crossed an
invisible line and must cope, as best you
can, with petulant princesses, vengeful
owls, ladies who pass their time
embroidering terrible fates or with
endless paths in deep, dark woods and
houses that never appear the same way
twice. The heroines and heroes bedevilled
by such problems in these fairy tales
include a conceited Regency clergyman,
an 18th century Jewish doctor and Mary,
Queen of Scots, as well as two characters
from Jonathan Strange & Mr Norrell (Pb
$24.95). Pb $23.95 256pp
DAVID COE
THE SORCERER’S PLAGUE
Blood of the
Southlands
#1.
Grinsa, who nearly
single-handedly
won the war of the
Forelands, has been
banished because he
is a Weaver, a Qirsi
who can wield many
magics. He and his
family seek only
peace and a place to
settle down. But even on the distant
southern continent, they can’t escape the
tension between his magical folk and the
non-magical Eandi. Instead of peace, they
find a war-ravaged land awash in racial
tension and clan conflicts. Worse yet, his
own people try to harness his great power
and destroy his family. Amid the high
tension of clan rivalry comes a plague
that preys on Qirsi power across the
Southlands with deadly results. When the
disease is linked to an itinerant woman
peddling baskets, one old man takes it
upon himself to find answers in the
secrets of her veiled past. Hb $49.95
368pp Due Dec
WWW.GALAXYBOOKS.COM.AU

JOHN CONNOLLY
THE BOOK OF LOST THINGS
Once upon a time, there was a boy who
lost his mother! As 12-year-old David takes
refuge from his grief in the myths and
fairytales so beloved by his dead mother,
he finds the real world and the fantasy
world begin to blend. That is when bad
things start to happen. That is when the
Crooked Man comes and David is
violently propelled into a land populated
by heroes, wolves and monsters, his quest
- to find the legendary Book of Lost
Things. Tp $29.95 470pp
DOUGLAS COUPLAND
THE GUM THIEF
Meet Roger, a divorced, middleaged ‘aisles associate’ at a Staples outlet,
condemned to restocking reams of paper
for the rest of his life, and his co-worker,
Bethany, who’s at the end of her Goth
phase and realising she’s facing 50 more
years of shelving Post-it notes and
replenishing the Crayola boutique in
Aisle Six. One day, Bethany discovers
Roger’s notebook in the staff room. When
she opens it up, she discovers he is
writing mock diary entries pretending to
be her - and weirdly, he’s getting it right.
These two retail workers then strike up an
unlikely,
yet
touching,
secret
correspondence. As their lives unfold, so
too do the characters of Roger’s work-inprogress, the oddly titled Glove Pond, a
Cheever-era novella gone horribly,
horribly wrong. Tp $29.95 288pp
NANCY FARMER
THE LAND OF THE SILVER
APPLES
Sea of Trolls #2. Jack is amazed to have
caused an earthquake. He is 13, after all,
and only a bard-in-training. But his sister,
Lucy, has been stolen by the Lady of the
Lake. Caught between belief in the old
gods and Christianity (790 AD, Britain),
Jack calls upon his ash wood staff to
subdue a passel of unruly monks, and, for
his daring, ends up in a knucker hole. Hb
$26.95 496pp
RAYMOND E FEIST
INTO A DARK REALM
Darkwar Saga #2. Chaos threatens to
overwhelm two worlds as the most
dangerous force ever encountered
threatens to invade Midkemia, while the
most treacherous magician in history, the
madman Leso Varen, begins to wreak
havoc on the world of Kelewan. Pug and
the Conclave of Shadows are determined
to find Varen, only to discover that he has
usurped the body of one of the most
powerful men in the Empire of
Tsuranuani - a Black Robe and member of
the Assembly of Magicians. Pug has the
almost impossible task of uncovering the
true identity of the magician in an entire
city full of Black Robes. Pb $21.00 386pp
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ERIC FLINT
1824: THE ARKANSAS WAR
In the hotly contested election of
1824, the machinations of a ruthless
Henry Clay to become the new president
of the United States leave the nation on
the brink of national disaster, as Andrew
Jackson and John Quincy Adams form a
political alliance against Clay and Clay
launches a war against the Confederacy
of the Arkansas. Pb $15.95 544pp Due Dec
ERIC FLINT & VIRGINIA DEMARCE
1634: THE RAM REBELLION
The
Thirty
Years War continues
to
ravage
17th
century Europe, but
a new force is
gathering
power
and influence - the
Confederated
Principalities
of
Europe - an alliance
between Gustavus
Adolphus, King of
Sweden and the West Virginians from the
20th century, led by Mike Stearns.
Inspired by the example of American
freedom and justice, a movement in
Franconia among the peasants, has
arisen, flying the banner of the head of a
ram. The West Virginians fully approve,
but they are aware of how revolutionary
movements can lead to bloodbaths. And
avoiding that deadly possibility will
require all of their future knowledge and
all their plain old American horse-trading
diplomacy... Pb $15.95 688pp Due Dec
ERIC FLINT (ED)
GRANTVILLE GAZETTE #2
The new United States in central
Germany launches a one-plane Doolittle
Raid on Paris, France. The target: their
arch-enemy,
Cardinal
Richelieu.
Meanwhile, an ambassador from the
Mughal Empire of northern India is being
held captive in Austria by the Habsburg
dynasty. Mike Stearns decides to send a
mercenary company to rescue him, led by
two 17th century mercenary officers. Also
contains factual articles which explain
some of the technical background for the
1632 series, including articles on practical
geology, telecommunications and 17th
century swordsmanship. Pb $18.95 480pp

DAVID FORBES
THE WORDS OF MAKING
Osserian Saga #2. I saw the dream. I
saw your face. The words of a lone
shipwrecked survivor chill the blood of
Gerin Atreyano, Crown Prince of
Khedesh, for they warn of an
approaching armada. The savage,
unconquered
and
unconquerable
Havalqa are coming, driven by visions of
a power beyond comprehension.
Whosoever controls the Words of Making
can own the world and the brutal, singleminded invaders will destroy anything
that stands between them and the one
man who possesses the secret to this
awesome weapon - the Amber Wizard,
Gerin Atreyano. But the Words are as
much a mystery to Gerin as they are to
the fearsome enemy who would make
him their prisoner. And unless he can
unravel the ancient magic and defeat a
relentless awakening terror, his home and
his future will be ashes. Pb $18.95 479pp
RICHARD FRIAR
THE KEEPERS
WWIII
#1.
Global
conflict,
environmental destruction and corporate
greed have driven the world to the brink
of disaster. The lack of decisive change to
bring Earth and humankind back into
balance has created the most radical and
terrifying movement ever. Ideologies
clash, nations collide and the battle for
transformation threatens the planet with
annihilation. This is the story of a Third
World War fought against the mightiest
foe of all time - the dreaded Apex Empire.
Tp $29.95 650pp
GREGORY FROST
SHADOWBRIDGE
Fleeing
a
violent
past,
Leodora, a young
shadow-puppeteer
and her companions
– her manager,
Soter, an elderly
drunk who had once
worked with her
father and Diverus,
her
musical
accompanist
–
roams the Shadowbridge, an enigmatic
and magical world, collecting the tales
and myths of each place she passes. Tp
$27.95 288 Due Dec
DAVID GIBBINS
CRUSADER GOLD
Atlantis #2. From the fall of the
Roman Empire to the last days of Nazi
power, marine archaeologist Jack
Howard and his team of adventurers are
hot on the trail of history’s most elusive
and desired treasure: the lost golden
menorah of Jerusalem. And what they
discover could change the world
forever… Pb $16.95 398pp
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FELIX GILMAN
THUNDERER
When an innocent wandering monk
accidentally unleashes a dark power, the
city of Ararat will be forever changed, as
will the lives of two powerful men –
Captain
Arlandes,
the
troubled
commander of Thunderer, the airship
patrolling the skies over Ararat and his
nemesis, Jack Silk, a god-touched rebel
leader. Hb $48.00 336pp Due Dec
MARTIN H GREENBERG
& DANIEL M HOYT (EDS)
FATE FANTASTIC
16 original stories about fate. Do we
all have destinies we can’t avoid? Or is
each of us able to determine our own
future by our actions? Are there key
moments in time that offer unique
opportunities to change fate? These are
just a few of the questions explored in
these tales that follow the paths of fates to
distant worlds, dimensions and times.
From a being trained to be something he
was not, to a street vendor selling Fate
dogs, to the ‘true’ story of King Arthur, to
a gambler who turns to the Kabbalah to
find a sure bet, to a man whose girlfriend
is one of the three Fates, to the tale of one
woman’s appointment with Death, here
are tales of darkness and danger and
stories with a humorous twist-gripping
visions of the role fate can play in
anyone’s life. Pb $18.95 310pp
MARTIN GREENBERG
& REBECCA LICKLISS (ED)
THE FUTURE WE WISH WE HAD
The
future
holds
endless
possibilities... This anthology features
stories by Esther M Friesner, Brenda
Cooper, Kevin J Anderson, P R Frost,
Mike Resnick and James Patrick Kelly,
Lisanne Norman, Dean Wesley Smith,
Irene Radford, Kristine Kathryn Rusch
and more. For all of those who thought
that by now that they’d be driving along
the skyways in their own personal jet car,
who assumed that humans would have
established bases on the Moon and Mars,
or that diseases would have been
conquered, the aging process slowed to a
crawl and war eliminated along with
social injustice - here are 16 stories of
futures that might someday be reality. Pb
$15.95 320pp Due Dec
JAMES GURNEY
JOURNEY TO CHANDARA
A Dinotopia novel. Now Professor
Denison and his saurian companion, Bix,
set out on a perilous journey to the longforgotten empire of Chandara. When
their personal invitation from the
emperor goes missing, they are forced to
cross the border penniless and in
disguise. Every step of the way, Denison
documents in exquisite detail the
creatures, characters and architecture he
encounters. Hb $39.95 160pp
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ELIZABETH HAYDON
THE ASSASSIN KING
Symphony of Ages #6. A mysterious
hunter arrives - a man of ancient race and
purpose, who endlessly chants the names
of the pantheon of demons that are his
intended victims, as well as one other Ysk, the original name of the Brother,
now known as Achmed, the Assassin
King of Ylorc. At the same time, two
gatherings of great import are taking
place. The first is a convocation of
dragons, who gather in a primeval forest
glade and the second is a council of war
held in the depths of the keep of
Haguefort. War is coming, the likes of
which the world has never known. Pb
$15.95 432pp Due Dec
JAMES A HETLEY
DRAGON’S TEETH
Dragon #2. Two unusual families the shape-shifting Morgans and the
Haskell witches - have maintained an
uneasy alliance for generations. Now the
vengeful spirit of a dark sorcerer will
force them to unite once more, or turn
against one another. Pb $18.95 336pp
MADELINE HOWARD
A DARK SACRIFICE
The Rune of Unmaking #. More than a
century has passed since the mighty
struggle between the wizards and the
mages ended in their mutual destruction,
and more than 40 years since the Empress
Ouriána became the Divine Incarnation of
the Devouring Moon. Appointing 12
deadly sorcerers as her priests, she rules
the land in darkness unending. Yet there
is a small chance for hope, if one
foreordained princess can survive. But
she has vanished behind enemy lines and
even a brave band of heroes may not be
able to reach her in time. For Ouriána’s
dark reign has woken the ancient terrors
of legend and their vengeance will be
swift and all-consuming... Tp $29.95
432pp Due Dec
BRIAN JACQUES
EULALIA!
A Redwall novel. Lord Asheye of
Salamandastron, now old and blind, has a
prophecy - a new Badger Lord must take
his place and reign over the legendary
badger fortress. But who is this young
warrior who ‘shuns both armour and
sword’? And how is he to be found? Mad
Maudie, a feisty haremaid of the Long
Patrol, is just the one to do the job.
Meanwhile, the unsuspecting future
Badger Lord has been captured by an
unscrupulous group of Sea Raiders led by
the infamous fox, Vizka Longtooth, intent
on conquering Redwall Abbey. It is up to
our young badger hero to defend Redwall
so that he may fulfil his destiny as leader
of Salamandastron. Pb $22.95 388pp
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J V JONES
A SWORD FROM RED ICE
Sword of Shadows #3. As Ash March
pursues her destiny with the legendary
Sull people, Raif Sevrance seeks a place
where he belongs, in a tale set in the wake
of deadly clan battles and a darker force
from an evil city that threatens their
world. Hb $49.95 576pp
STEVEN L KENT
THE CLONE ALLIANCE
Clone #3. Rogue
clone Wayson Harris
is stranded on a
frontier planet, until a
rebel offensive puts
him back in the
uniform of a UA
Marine, once again
leading
a
strike
against the enemy,
but the rebels have a
powerful ally no one
could have imagined. Pb $18.95 384pp
P B KERR
THE DAY OF THE DJINN
WARRIORS
Children of the Lamp #4. Theft, hauntings
and red-hot mystery - it’s a race against
time for John and Philippa Gaunt to
outwit the wicked Iblis. But can the djinn
twins stop Iblis now that he has woken the
ancient warriors of a long-dead emperor
from their sleep? Hb $25.00 364pp
E E KNIGHT
DRAGON OUTCAST
The Age of Fire #3. Follows the tale of
a brood of young dragon siblings,
each unique, each powerful and each
fated to battle the other to the end. Here,
the darkest of the dragons is introduced
as he strives to make himself the strongest
and the last of his brethren... Tp $29.00
384pp Due Dec
MERCEDES LACKEY
RESERVED FOR THE CAT
Elemental
Masters #5. In 1910,
in an alternate
London, a penniless
young dancer is
visited by a cat who
communicates with
her mind to mind.
Though
she
is
certain she must be
going mad, she is
desperate enough to follow the cat’s
advice and impersonates a famous
Russian ballerina. The cat, it turns out, is
actually an Elemental Earth Spirit and
leads her to minor stardom. Meanwhile,
the real Russian ballerina has fallen
victim to an evil troll who takes over her
body and kills her patrons, drinking their
life essences in order to strengthen his
powers and soon, the troll focuses his
dark attentions on the young dancer... Hb
$55.00 336pp
WWW.GALAXYBOOKS.COM.AU

MERCEDES LACKEY
& JAMES MALLORY
PHOENIX UNCHAINED
Enduring Flame #1. Tiercel, a young
Armethalian nobleman, is convinced that
High Magic is not just philosophy. He
attempts a spell and draws the
unwelcome attention of Bisochim, a
powerful Wild Mage determined to
reintroduce Darkness to the world.
Tiercel survives Bisochim’s attack and
begins trying to turn himself into a High
Mage. Next in line to be Harbormaster of
Armethalieh, Harrier instead finds
himself regularly saving Tyr’s life and
meeting magickal people and creatures.
To Harrier’s dismay, it seems that he
must become a hero. Hb $56.00 400pp
SHARON LEE & STEVE MILLER
CRYSTAL DRAGON
A Liaden Universe novel. Teamed up
with a rogue soldier, an odd duo who call
themselves wizards and a sentient tree,
Cantra yos’Phelium is the universe’s last
hope against a merciless world-destroying
enemy. Pb $15.95 368pp Due Dec
JOHN LEVITT
DOG DAYS
Mason used to
be
an
enforcer,
ensuring that suspect
magic practitioners
stayed in line. But
now he scrapes out a
living playing guitar.
Good thing he has
Louie, his magical...
well, let’s call him a
dog. But there are
some kinds of evil
that even Louie can’t sniff out. And when
Mason is attacked by a supernatural
assailant, he’ll have to fall back on the one
skill he’s mastered in music and magic improvisation. Pb $13.95 297pp
ANNE MCCAFFREY & TODD
MCCAFFREY
DRAGON HARPER
A novel of Pern. Kindan is an
apprentice harper at the Harper Hall but
he is finding the lessons very difficult and
although he has his friends, Nonala, Kelsa
and Verilan, he also has enemies, such as
the bully, Vaxoram. Things begin to
improve for Kindan when he beats
Vaxoram in a duel and Vaxoram becomes
first his servant and then gradually his
trusted friend. Then a plague begins to
spread across Pern, killing nearly
everyone infected. Kindan and his friends
search the harper records to see if they can
find a cure, but all they can find is mention
of a similar plague over a hundred Turns
past. As the plague gets worse Kindan and
Vaxoram are sent to Fort Hold to help tend
the sick. Kindan will be reunited with
Koriana, but will she be free of the plague
and will he be able to find a cure before
more people die? Hb $49.95 384pp Due Dec
143 YORK STREET, SYDNEY 2000

ANNE MCCAFFREY & TODD
MCCAFFREY
DRAGON’S FIRE
A novel of Pern. When a mine
containing firestone, the mineral that
gives the dragons of Pern their ability to
breathe fire, explodes, killing the miners
trapped there, young Cristov volunteers
to take over the dangerous task of
retrieving the explosive rock for the
dragons. Pb $21.95 432pp Due Dec
JACK MCDEVITT
ODYSSEY
Hutch #5. To
boost waning interest
in interstellar travel, a
mission is sent into
deep space to learn
the
truth
about
‘moonriders’,
the
strange
lights
supposedly
being
seen
in
nearby
systems,
but
Academy
pilot
Valentina Kouros and the team of the
starship Salvator will soon discover that
their odyssey is no mere public-relations
ploy, for the moonriders are not a
harmless phenomenon. They are very,
very dangerous - in a way that no one
could possibly have imagined. Pb $15.95
432pp
GEORGE MANN (ED)
THE SOLARIS BOOK OF NEW
FANTASY
A collection of original stories from some
of the best-loved names and hottest new
talents in a wide range of fantasy genres,
including new fiction from Janny Wurts,
Scott Lynch, Hal Duncan, Juliet E
McKenna, Chris Roberson, Mark
Chadbourn and Jeff Vandermeer. Pb
$15.95 416pp Due Dec
ELIZABETH MOON
MOON FLIGHTS
This is a collection of over 100,000
words of fiction and features an original
Vatta story. It also collects the best of
work from the breadth of her 15 year
career. Her fiction spans the gamut from
military science fiction to cutting edge
stories, to heartfelt examinations of
politics and social issues. Hb $49.95 272pp
ELIZABETH MOON
SERRANO CONNECTION
OMNIBUS
Contains Once a Hero and Rules of
Engagement. Esmay Suiza had surprised
everyone by becoming the youngest and
lowest-ranking member of Fleet ever to
win a major battle. Finding herself the
senior surviving officer in a mutiny
against a treacherous captain, she’d had no
choice - it was do or die. And she’d risen to
the challenge, saving Heris Serrano and
her crew in the process. But instead of
congratulations, her actions lead to a court
martial for treason. Tp $24.95 832pp
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PERRY MOORE
HERO
Thom Creed is used to being on his
own. Even though he’s a basketball star,
his high school classmates keep their
distance. They have picked up on
something different about Thom. Plus, he
can’t escape his father’s history. Hal Creed
was one of the greatest and most beloved
superheroes of his time until a catastrophic
event left him disfigured and an outcast.
The last thing in the world Thom wants is
to add to his father’s pain, so he keeps
secrets. Like that he has special powers
and he’s been asked to join the League the very organisation of superheroes that
disowned Hal. But joining the League
opens up a new world to Thom. There, he
connects with a misfit group of aspiring
heroes - Scarlett, who can control fire but
not her anger, Typhoid Larry, who can
make anyone sick with his touch, Ruth, a
wise old woman who can see the future.
Together these unlikely heroes become
friends and uncover a plot to kill the
superheroes. Pb $17.95 428pp
ROBERT NEWCOMB
THE RISE OF THE BLOOD
ROYAL
The Destinies of Blood and Stone #3. Prince
Tristan and his band of wizard and
warrior allies confront their ultimate
challenge as the forces of darkness unite
to launch a horrific conspiracy to take
over the world, while Tristan struggles to
harness his own nascent magical talents
to unite the powers of the Vigors and
Vagaries into a single immutable force.
Hb $54.00 592pp Due Dec
STAN NICHOLLS
QUICKSILVER TWILIGHT
Quicksilver #3. Desperate to find a
cure for the curse of immortality and the
episodes of berserk fury and debilitating
visions that plague him, Reeth Caldason
has traded his fighting skills for the
promise of access to powerful ancient
magic. But the Resistance group he
reluctantly joined as part of the bargain is
in disarray since their plans to found an
island utopia free from tyranny were
betrayed by one of their own. Now, Reeth
is trapped on the Diamond Isle, fending
off the pirates that plague the
surrounding waters. Pb $21.00 441pp
LARRY NIVEN & PAUL CHAFE
DESTINY’S FORGE
Man Kzin Wars #12. For 50,000 years
the Kzinti Patriarchy thrived on battle
fought for conquest. Against all odds, the
humans stopped them and for five wars
kept on stopping them. With its violent
expansion checked internal strains have
built up within the Patriarchy and now
they threaten to tear it apart. When the
ambitious Kchula-Tzaatz makes a bid for
ultimate power the established order
comes tumbling down, and the flames of
war burn hot. Pb $18.95 963pp
Ph 9267 7222
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ANDREW NORRISS
THE PORTAL
You tend to remember the day your
parents disappear. It’s one of those things
that sticks in your mind. Another of those
things is the incredible discovery that
behind your dad’s office door lies an
intergalactic portal... When both of these
things happen to William Seward and his
brother Daniel they’re left with two
questions. What are they going to do
now? And where are their parents? Pb
$14.95 213pp
SHARYN NOVEMBER (ED)
FIREBIRDS RISING: AN
ANTHOLOGY OF ORIGINAL
SCIENCE FICTION AND FANTASY
The sequel to the award-winning
anthology Firebirds, takes readers from
deep space to Faerie to just around the
corner. It is full of magic, humour,
adventure, and - best of all - the
unexpected. Tp $22.95 544pp
NAOMI NOVIK
EMPIRE OF IVORY
Temeraire #4. Tragedy has struck His
Majesty’s
Aerial
Corps,
whose
magnificent fleet of fighting dragons and
their human captains valiantly defend
England’s shores against the encroaching
armies of Napoleon Bonaparte. An
epidemic of unknown origin and no
known cure is decimating the noble
dragons’ ranks, forcing the hopelessly
stricken into quarantine. Now only
Temeraire and a pack of newly recruited
dragons remain uninfected and stand as
the only means of an airborne defence
against France’s ever bolder sorties.
Bonaparte’s dragons are already
harrowing Britain’s ships at sea. Only one
recourse remains - Temeraire and his
captain, Will Laurence, must take wing to
Africa, whose shores may hold the cure to
the mysterious and deadly contagion. Pb
15.95 404pp
DIANE PALMER
THE MORCAI BATTALION
In
the
very
dream
of
peace
lurked a monstrous
treachery. The galaxy
is on the brink of
disaster, the longawaited truce torn
apart
by
an
unprovoked attack.
The colony whose
residents represented
more than a hundred planets has been
destroyed and the new vision for unity in
the universe is at risk. Faced with a war
that would mean destruction and chaos,
one man has stepped forward to lead
those fighting for their lives. Undeterred
by insurmountable odds, his courage
inspires a team - the Morcai Battalion -to
battle for the cause of peace… and love.
Hb $ 496pp Due Dec
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PAUL PARK
THE TOURMALINE
Teenager Miranda Popescu is at the
fulcrum of a deadly political and
diplomatic battle between conjurers in an
alternate fantasy world where Roumania
is a leading European power. Miranda
was hidden by her aunt in our world. An
American couple adopted and raised her
in their quiet Massachusetts college town,
but she had been translated by magic
back to her own world, and is at large,
five years in the future. The mad
Baroness Ceaucescu in Bucharest, and the
sinister alchemist, the Elector of Ratisbon,
who holds her true mother prisoner in
Germany, are her enemies. Pb $15.95
432pp Due Dec
CHRISTOPHER PIKE
YANTI
Alosha #3. Ali discovers that a
mysterious Entity is masterminding the
Shaktra’s attack on Earth, an attack that
will kill billions and leave both Earth and
the elemental world shattered. Still reeling
from the death of one of her closest
friends, Ali finds herself accused of
murder on Earth and besieged by enemies
in the elemental world. The Shaktra has
had years to develop her magical abilities
and her evil plots, guided by the
otherworldly Entity. Ali has only known
about her fairy powers for a month. There
are holes in her fairy memories and her
powers are still incomplete, while the
Shaktra commands vast armies of hideous
monsters and rules over hosts of dragons.
Unless Ali Warner can solve the riddle of
the Yanti and the mystery behind the
Shaktra’s insane bitterness, then the Earth
and the elemental world will be doomed.
Pb $13.95 400pp Due Dec
IRENE RADFORD
THE DRAGON NIMBUS
Omnibus edition containing The
Dragon’s Touchstone & The Last
Battlemage. The kingdom of Coronnan is
caught up in a war of magic and the
dragons decide to intervene, making their
presence known to mortals through the
healer Myrilandel. Pb $19.95 688pp Due
Dec
JAMES REESE
THE WITCHERY
In the middle decades of the 19th
century, Herculine is summoned from
self-imposed exile by her teacher, the
witch Sebastiana d’Azur and told to sail
from the Florida territory to Havana.
There she is to search out one Queverdo
Brù, a cruel and demonic man whose
house holds terrible secrets, to learn of a
certain ‘surprise’. But lies and truths
conspire to separate Herculine from those
she loves and she finds herself alone with
Brù, who sees in her something he has
long sought and now seeks to use, harshly,
as he practices that most ancient of arts alchemy. Pb $18.95 438pp
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JOHN RINGO & JULIE COCHRANE
SISTER TIME
Posleen War #2. Cally O’Neal is
officially dead. In her 40 years of being an
active secret agent, she hasn’t used her
real name, much less spoken to her sister.
So when Michelle interrupts an
important mission, by seemingly
appearing out of thin air, it’s an
unexpected reunion. Hb $49.95 Due Dec
NORA ROBERTS AND OTHERS
DEAD OF NIGHT
Nora Roberts, writing as J D Robb,
puts lieutenant Eve Dallas in a
supernatural showdown with a most
seductive criminal - a vampire. An ancient
coin whisks an American woman and a
modern-day earl into the past-and into
each other’s arms in a stirring tale from
Mary Blayney. When a city girl visits a
Scottish castle in Ruth Ryan Langan’s
story, she is thrust into a timeless romance
with a mighty Highland laird and Mary
Kay McComas gives an unhappy wife a
magic-carpet ride into an alternate reality
to show her the grass isn’t always greener.
Pb $18.95 400pp
SPIDER ROBINSON
THE LIFEHOUSE TRILOGY
Omnibus
edition
containing
Mindkiller, Time Pressure and Lifehouse.
Two people stumble upon a form of mind
control linked to a possible global
conspiracy in Mindkiller, while in Time
Pressure, a mysterious woman from the
future arrives in 1973 and in Lifehouse,
June Bellamy and her partner Paul find
themselves on the run from insidious
superhumans who can edit their
memories. Hb $48.00 752pp Due Dec
ANDY SECOMBE
ENDGAME
At a cocktail
party to launch his
latest creations - Adam
and Eve - God is
challenged to a bet by
the Devil. The fallen
angel, unimpressed by
the Boss’ new toys,
wagers that, far from
becoming
the
custodians of Earth,
mankind will inevitably destroy itself.
God, alas, can’t refuse such a wager in
front of all his guests. If Satan wins, he gets
his place back in Heaven and control of
what little is left of the Earth. If he loses, he
will retire into outer darkness and never
bother his ex-boss further. Coming down
to Earth, we meet Martin Gray, a simple
dentist at the end of his tether, who finds
himself assisting the angel Gabriel in a
desperate attempt to stop the Devil laying
waste to the Earth by means of a fiendishly
cunning computer game. But when
Martin’s wife is kidnapped and dragged
down to Hell, it is clear that the problems
are just beginning. Pb $21.95 326pp
WWW.GALAXYBOOKS.COM.AU

MIKE SHEPHERD
AUDACIOUS
Kris Longknife #5. Once again Kris
finds herself caught in the crosshairs of
unknown enemies who want her dead.
Factions,
both
legitimate
and
underground, vie for control of the planet
New Eden and someone is taking
advantage of the chaos to unleash a
personal vendetta. Pb $15.95 384pp
JUSTIN SOMPER
BLOOD CAPTAIN
Vampirates #3. For Connor, these are
testing times aboard notorious pirate
ship, The Diablo - not least when Captain
Wrathe’s obnoxious nephew Moonshine
joins the crew. And, as things reach
breaking point, Connor finds himself
crossing a line from which there is no
return. Meanwhile Grace and Lorcan
journey to Sanctuary, a mountain retreat
presided over by vampirate guru, Mosh
Zu Kamal. If anyone can heal Lorcan’s
blindness, it’s Mosh Zu, but he’s more
interested in Grace. Combating danger on
all sides, Grace realises her fate is
inextricably bound up with the
vampirates... Pb $14.95 538pp
WEN SPENCER
ENDLESS BLUE
Confronted by the threat of
genocide at the hands of the alien Nefrim,
humankind’s only hope lies in Captain
Mikhail Volkov’s desperate mission to
the Sargasso Sea in search of the mystery
behind the long-lost spaceship Fenrir, but
his discovery of a secret that could save
the human race is threatened by damage
to his own ship that could prevent him
from returning home. Hb $49.95 400pp
Due Dec
S M STIRLING
SKY PEOPLE
Marc Vitrac has been assigned to
Jamestown, the US-Commonwealth base
on Venus, near the great Venusian city of
Kartahown. Set in a countryside
swarming with sabre-tooths and
dinosaurs, Jamestown is home to a small
band of American and allied scientistadventurers. The EastBloc has its own
base at Cosmograd, in the highlands to
the south and relations are frosty.
Meanwhile, at the western end of the
continent, Teesa of the Cloud Mountain
People leads her tribe in a conflict with
the Neanderthal-like beastmen who have
seized her folk’s sacred caves. Then an
EastBloc shuttle crashes nearby and the
beastmen acquire new knowledge… and
AK47s. Jamestown sends its long-range
blimp to rescue the downed EastBloc
cosmonauts, little suspecting that the
answer to the jungle planet’s mysteries
may lie there, among tribal conflicts and
traces of a power that make Earth’s
vaunted science seem as primitive as the
tribesfolk’s blowguns. Pb $16.95 301pp
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TUI T SUTHERLAND
THIS IS HOW IT ENDS
Avatars #1. From New York to Los
Angeles, Chile to Egypt, five teens awake
to find their cities eerily deserted. Why
have they survived when so many others
haven’t? What force connects them to one
another? Moving north, south, east and
west, they are pulled together to fight the
ultimate battle in a war they never knew
about - a war that has been raging since
the dawn of time. Pb $16.95 512pp
HARRY TURTLEDOVE
OPENING ATLANTIS
Atlantis lies between Europe
and the East Coast of Terranova. For
many years, this land of opportunity
lured dreamers from around the globe
with its natural resources, offering a new
beginning for those willing to brave the
wonders of the unexplored land. Hb
$49.95 448pp Due Dec

JOHN ZIKOUR
THE BLUE-HAIRED BOMBSHELL
Zach Johnson #5. The world’s last
freelance detective, Zach Johnson, must
find the assassin who murdered Sexy
Sprocket and two other members of the
World Council. His investigation leads
him to the Moon and to a tall, sensuous,
blue-haired beauty named Lea who
possesses psychic powers and powerful
ambitions... Pb $15.95 368pp Due Dec

HORROR

JAMES M WARD
DRAGONFRIGATE WIZARD
HALCYON BLITHE
Halcyon Blithe #2. Halcyon Blithe,
being a young man of good breeding and
lineage as well as endowed with the
qualities and abilities recognised as great
potential, is ready to seek his fortune
among those who tend and sail the
awesome nautical juggernauts - the
dragonships which harness the bodies
and strength of living dragons with
seafaring technology - as he accepts his
rank as Dragonfrigate Wizard Halcyon
Blithe. Pb $15.95 320pp Due Dec

C T ADAMS & CATHY CLAMP
MOON’S FURY
Sazi #4. Cara Salinas has been leading the
small Mexican red wolf pack in Tedford
County, Texas, since she was 13. Adam
Mueller, formerly a beat cop from the
toughest part of Minneapolis and now the
new county sheriff, must find a way to
integrate his exiled Minnesotan wolves
with
Cara’s
red
wolves.
Cara and Adam clash in the way only
fated mates ever do and both refuse to
accept their destiny. But when a pack of
vicious Sazi raptors start to feed on the
wolf-children of both packs, Cara and
Adam must learn to respect each other
and embrace their future together to save
the future of the Texan wolves. Pb $16.95
371pp

JEAN WINTERSON
THE STONE GODS
On the airwaves, all the talk is of the
new blue planet - pristine and habitable,
like our own 65 million years ago, before
we took it to the edge of destruction. And
off the air, Billie and Spike are falling in
love. What will happen when their story
combines with the world’s story, as they
whirl towards Planet Blue, into the
future? Will they ever find a safe landing
place? Tp $32.95 206pp

CLIVE BARKER
MISTER B GONE
A medieval devil speaks directly to his
reader, his tone murderous one moment,
seductive the next, in a never-beforepublished memoir allegedly penned in
the year 1438. The demon has embedded
himself in the very words of this tale of
terror, turning the book itself into a
dangerous object, laced with menace only
too ready to break free and exert its
power. Hb $30.00 248pp

JANNY WURTS
STORMED FORTRESS
Alliance of Light #5. Lysaer’s army of
Light besieges the great citadel of
Alestron. Master of Shadow, Arithon, has
discovered that young Jeynsa s’Valerient,
whom he has sworn to protect, has joined
the ranks of his disowned allies within
the threatened citadel. Worse, his beloved
Elaira, his double, Fionn Areth, and the
spellbinder Dakar are also trapped within
Alestron’s walls. With the Fellowship
Sorcerers in mortal danger and all under
threat from a collapsing grimward,
Arithon stands alone at the hour of
reckoning as the true purpose of the
Koriani enchantresses becomes, at long
last, fully unveiled. Tp $33.00 624pp

ELLEN DATLOW
INFERNO
The editor asked her favourite authors for
stories that would ‘provide the reader
with a frisson of shock, or a moment of
dread so powerful it might cause the
reader outright physical discomfort, or a
sensation of fear so palpable that the
reader feels compelled to turn on the
bright lights and play music or seek the
company of others to dispel the fear.’
Collected here are tales by some of the
most powerful voices in the field - Pat
Cadigan, Terry Dowling, Jeffrey Ford,
Christopher Fowler, Glen Hirshberg, K W
Jeter, Joyce Carol Oates and Lucius
Shepard, to name a few. Each author
approaches fear in a different way, but all
of the stories’ characters toil within their
own hell. Hb $49.95 384pp Due Dec
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MARY JANICE DAVIDSON (ED)
NO REST FOR THE WITCHES
Four witches on a man hunt. From
broomsticks to black magic, leather-clad
warriors to love potions gone wrong, here
you’ll find four stories of supernatural
sex and suspense from some of today’s
hottest bestselling authors. Pb $18.95
362pp
L L FOSTER
SERVANT: THE AWAKENING
Demon hunter Gabrielle Cody, burdened
with a divine obligation, meets her match
in Detective Luther Cross who, believing
her to be a murderer, agrees to help her
when a malevolent presence leads her to
a place of unimaginable evil. Pb $18.95
299pp
BARBARA HAMBLY
RENFIELD: SLAVE OF DRACULA
Renfield is confined to an insane asylum,
but he still answers his Master’s calling,
setting the stage for the ultimate battle
between good and evil and the living and
the dead. Pb $18.95 291pp
LAURELL K HAMILTON
A LICK OF FROST
Meredith Gentry #5. Meredith Gentry is
princess and heir apparent to the throne
in the realm of faerie. To be crowned
queen, she must first continue the royal
bloodline and give birth to an heir of her
own. If she fails, her aunt, Queen Andais,
will be free to do what she most desires install her twisted son, Cel, as monarch...
and kill Meredith. Hb $49.95 350pp
CHARLAINE HARRIS
GRAVE SURPRISE
Harper Connelly #2. While in Memphis,
psychic Harper Connelly senses - and
finds - two bodies in a grave. One of a
man, centuries-dead. The other, a girl,
recently deceased. Harper’s investigation
yields another surprise: the next morning,
a third body is found - in the very same
grave. Pb $18.95 310pp
JAMES HERBERT
48
Blood
sucking,
plague-ridden
fascists roam the dark, seething ruins of
London. Their prey is the select few who
have not fallen victim to the bloodtainting biological warfare dispensed in
the final convulsive collapse of the Nazis.
A lone hero and his companion dog skirt
the corpses, smashed cars and bitter
memories while trying to stay one step
ahead of their bloodless fate and
complete their mission of obsession.
When others who are also relentlessly
pursued stumble onto the duo’s path,
their haunting odyssey takes them
underground. Beneath the bowels of a
broken city, an explosive disaster and a
deadly betrayal propel the powers of
good into a cataclysmic clash with the
forces of evil. Pb $19.95 329pp
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JOE HILL
20TH CENTURY GHOSTS
Imogene is young and
beautiful. She kisses
like a movie star and
knows
everything
about every film ever
made. She’s also dead
and waiting in the
Rosebud Theater for
Alec Sheldon one
afternoon in 1945...
Arthur Roth is a lonely
kid with big ideas and a gift for attracting
abuse. It isn’t easy to make friends when
you’re the only inflatable boy in town...
Francis is unhappy. Francis was human
once, but that was then. Now he’s an
eight-foot-tall locust and everyone in
Calliphora will tremble when they hear
him sing... John Finney is locked in a
basement that’s stained with the blood of
half a dozen other murdered children. In
the cellar with him is an antique
telephone, long since disconnected, but
which rings at night with calls from the
dead... Hb $49.95 336pp
SHAUN HUTSON
DYING WORDS
Can it be true that God demands a terrible
price of those He has gifted with great
creativity? Giacomo Cassano, little known
mentor of Dante, thought so. He held
other beliefs too - beliefs that the Church
found so abhorrent they had Cassano
blinded and his tongue cut out to silence
him forever. Bestselling biographer Megan
Hunter’s new book about Cassano looks
set to be as successful as her previous
biographies of Caravaggio and Dante. As
she embarks on a publicity tour, Megan
finds her book attracting attention for the
wrong reasons when her editor is found
horrifically murdered. It is a classic
locked-room mystery. The only pieces of
evidence are the destroyed remains of
Megan Hunter’s Cassano biography and
the latest blockbuster by horror writer
John Paxton. But there is nothing to link
the two authors. Nothing but another
murder. And another. And a secret
beyond the belief of even Cassano
himself... Pb $19.95 357pp
CARLA JABLONSKI
THICKER THAN WATER
With her mother in the
hospital and her father
working all the time,
17-year-old Kia finds
comfort in an unusual
group of people who
act like vampires at
night in the dark clubs
around town, yet when
she meets Damon and
begins
to
believe
vampires may truly exist, Kia wonders if
he is able to provide the solution that can
alleviate all her problems. Pb $14.95 246pp
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MINDY KLASKY
SORCERY AND THE SINGLE GIRL
Those TV witches have got it made....
Wiggle a nose. Dinner’s on the table! Hop
on a broom. Next stop, Tahiti!
Unfortunately, nose-wiggling doesn’t cut
it in real life. So witch or not, Jane
Madison must deal with her insane work
schedule, best-friend drama and romantic
dry spell like everyone else. But now the
exclusive Washington Coven wants Jane
to join. This could be a dream come true
for the magical misfit, or it could be the
most humiliating experience of her life.
Either way, the crap’s gonna hit the
cauldron, because Jane is about to be
tested in ways she’s never imagined and,
pass or fail, nothing will ever be the same.
Tp $29.00 394pp
DEAN KOONTZ
BROTHER ODD
Odd Thomas #3. The tragic events that
took the love of his life have led Odd from
his sun-bleached desert home of Pico
Mundo to a monastery in the High Sierra.
It’s December and the remote abbey is
besieged by icy winds and snow. As ever
where Odd Thomas goes strangeness
goes too. A white dog named Boo
befriends him, as does the ghost of Elvis.
And a world-famous physicist is
conducting experiments in the catacombs
of the abbey. Could this be why Odd can
once again see bodachs - shadowy
harbingers of violence? They prowl the
halls, suggesting terror to come. But what
form will it take? And how will Odd
defeat an enemy that eclipses any he has
met before? Pb $20.00 438pp
SUSAN KRINARD
CHASING MIDNIGHT
By day, Allegra Chase lives among the
artists and eccentrics of 1920s Greenwich
Village, in search of adventure. By night,
she haunts the city’s back alleys and
seedy speakeasies, driven by a more
primal hunger. Here, amid the glitz and
unrestrained morals of jazz-age society,
even a vampire can fall prey to the
temptations of the flesh. One look into the
golden eyes of the dashing Griffin
Durant, and Allegra knows she’s not
dealing with just a man... But her
newfound desire is threatened by a
jealous vampire master and a race war
seems inevitable. Pb $16.95 488pp
BRIAN LUMLEY
THE TOUCH
A Necroscope novel. Scott St John, can, like
his late predecessor, Harry Keough, talk
to the dead and travel anywhere via
Moebius strip. He becomes a spy in the EBranch of the British Secret Service. When
a
government
official
suffers
‘evagination’ (in effect, he’s turned inside
out like a glove), Scott and crew wind up
on a mission to prevent a psychically
gifted race, the Shing’t, from destroying
the Earth. Pb $22.95 687pp
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KELLY MCCLYMER
SHE’S A WITCH GIRL
Prudence Stewart is finally getting her
witch on at Agatha’s Day School. Sadly,
her love life isn’t quite so charmed. Boy
trouble is lurking, big-time. First, there’s
Angelo, Pru’s adorable crush-next-door.
When he shows up at Agatha’s, it spells
trouble for Pru. Especially when it comes
to... Samuel, Pru’s best bud and tutor in
all things magical. For Angelo and
Samuel, it was loathe at first sight. And
then there’s Daniel, the bad boy with
wicked talent, who also happens to be the
great-great-great-great-grandson of Pru’s
nemesis, Agatha herself. Pb $16.95 254pp
BRANDON MASSEY
THE OTHER BROTHER
Good fortune has smiled upon Gabriel
Reid since the day he was born. Blessed
with a loving family, educated in the
finest schools and set to inhereit his
father’s successful construction business.
Isaiah Battle has been raised on the mean
streets of Chicago. He wields a dark
power that few have witnessed and even
fewer have managed to survive and tell
the tale. As Gabriel’s half-brother he has
equal claim to the family fortunes and
will do whatever it takes to get what he
thinks is rightfully his. Pb $16.95 304pp
MELINA MOREL
DEVOUR
A werewolf, a vampire and the woman
who wants them both. The dashing Pierre
du Montfort is a werewolf who’s never
had trouble hiding his cursed heritage, but
with his dark secret about to be unleashed,
he’s willing to do anything - and savage
anyone - in order to stay alive... Beautiful
and intrepid werewolf hunter, Catherine
Marais, has no qualms about her destiny.
Nothing will stop her from destroying the
last Montfort werewolf. Not even Ian
Morgan, the 200-year-old vampire whose
touch could tempt Catherine to indulge in
a forbidden darkness from which she may
never return. Pb $16.95 325pp
SUSAN PARISI
BLOOD OF DREAMS
Dani Justice knows all about monsters.
They haunt her nightmares and her life,
but she never expected to find herself
doggedly on the trail of a real flesh-andblood predator so cunning, he’s eluded the
best law enforcement could send up
against him and so deadly, he doesn’t
hesitate to kill even a senator’s daughter,
or a cop. Dani doesn’t want to hunt this
killer. She doesn’t want to risk the life she’s
made for herself, or her hard-won peace,
but she doesn’t have a choice, because his
bloody rampage has hit far too close to
home and because Dani alone commands
a weapon powerful enough to destroy
him. And Dani knows how the hunt ends.
It ends in fire, blood and death. What she
doesn’t know is who will survive. Tp
$32.95 393pp
143 YORK STREET, SYDNEY 2000

CHERIE PRIEST
NOT FLESH NOR FEATHERS
Eden Moore #3. Down by the river, the first
to go missing were not much lamented.
Disappearances of homeless men foraging
through trash or nuisance skater kids who
rolled their boards along the planked piers
at night were not noteworthy enough to
delay the city’s development projects. But
deep beneath the riverbank, the evidence
of a terrible crime has been covered up
twice. As the Tennessee creeps over its
banks, it dredges up death from its own
polluted bed. 29 victims of a long-ago
slaughter walk when the water rises,
patrolling the banks and dragging the
living down to a muddy grave. No one
remembers how they died and no one
knows what they want. The city of
Chattanooga is about to learn a terrible
truth about the things a river can and
cannot hide…. and reluctant medium
Eden Moore may be the only one who can
dissuade the 29 bodies from adding
hundreds of its citizens to their ghastly
ranks. Tp $24.95 365pp
KIMBERLY RAYE
YOUR COFFIN OR MINE:
A NOVEL OF VAMPIRE LOVE
For Lil Marchette, the owner of
Manhattan’s premier dating service for
vampires (and a dazzling denizen of the
dark herself), death is all in a night’s
work. Of course Lil is trying to forget the
one man she’d love to sink her own teeth
into: Ty Bonner, the ultraseductive vamp
who broke her heart after she gave him
the hottest night of his afterlife. Problem
is, she and Ty have an intense mental
connection and she’s sensing he’s in deep
trouble. The race is on as Lil struggles to
save Ty - and herself - before all hell
breaks loose. Pb $13.95 312pp
PHIL RICKMAN
THE REMAINS OF AN ALTAR
A Merrily Watkins novel. Merrily Watkins
heads for the Malvern Hills to investigate
an alleged paranormal dimension to a
spate of road accidents in the sleepy
village of Wychehill. Merrily is called in
when two people are killed in a head-on
crash that is also linked to the revamped
local pub which, it seems, has injected the
valley with a shattering, strobing surge of
inner-city nightlife... and drugs. When a
dealer is found savagely murdered below
the great earthen hillfort of Herefordshire
Beacon, is it a ritual killing, a gangland
disposal or a cry of outrage? As Merrily
and the police follow separate paths
towards the truth, Merrily’s teenage
daughter, Jane, faces the consequences of
her own obsession with a possibly
prehistoric site in their home village of
Ledwardine. Until, on a night of frenzied
violence, in a place at the centre of an
ancient, universal mystery, the final,
shocking connections are made. Pb $19.95
512pp
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JOE SCHREIBER
CHASING THE DEAD
A
stranger
has
kidnapped
Sue’s
daughter, Veda. But he
doesn’t
want
her
money,
only
her
suffering and he will
kill Veda if Sue doesn’t
follow
his
every
command.
With
detailed instructions,
the faceless abductor
leads Sue into a blinding snowstorm on
the longest night of the year, to a place
she has not travelled to since childhood.
Across the loneliest back roads of
Massachusetts, in the black expanse of a
New England winter, Sue is forced to
confront her most awful fears as she is
met at each step by ever increasing
horrors created by a monster who is
surely something less than human. In the
hope of saving her daughter from a
kidnapper whose origin seems darker
than anything she could ever have
imagined, Sue will discover just how
much trauma and fright the human body
is capable of absorbing. Pb $16.95 256pp
RONDA THOMPSON
CONFESSIONS OF A WEREWOLF
SUPERMODEL
Supermodel Lou Kipinski seems to have
it all. But beauty is only skin deep - and
sometimes Lou’s porcelain complexion
can get a bit hairy. The only thing worse
than a furry fashion faux-pas? Fangs in
her million-dollar smile. That’s what
happened six months ago, when Lou had
her first outbreak. But now that she’s at
the height of her career she absolutely
must find a cure... Then two women who
bear an eerie resemblance to Lou are
killed - something with teeth and claws
tore them apart. With a killer at her heels
and another outbreak just a concealerwand’s distance away, Lou is soon in a
race to discover truths about her own
murky past. And before it’s all over she
may be forced to show the world that her
bark is nothing compared to her bite... Pb
$16.95 343pp

WIN ...
a copy of both
THE MAMMOTH BOOK
OF MODERN GHOST
STORIES
and
THE MAMMOTH BOOK
OF BEST NEW HORR OR
STORIES #18.
See back page for entry details
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What We’ve Been Reading...
Twilight Herald by Tom Lloyd (Tp $32.95 505pp). Book two in a new,
epic fantasy that’s big, gritty and easy to sink your teeth into. Picking
up from Stormcaller, Lloyd wastes no time continuing the story of the
new Farlan Lord, Isak and the blood-soaked battlefields that seem to
be the destiny of all his kind, the ‘white-eyes’. Though new to writing,
Lloyd’s story is enthralling, his characters vivid and his world-building
solid and rich in back-story. He has great inventiveness and offers the
genre a new twist on old tropes. If you enjoy Gemmell, Feist and
Erikson, give Lloyd a go too. - Mark.
Gods Behaving Badly by Marie Phillips (Tp $32.95).The Greek gods
are living in a hovel in London, working regular jobs (TV psychic, phone
sex operator and dog walker, to name a few). No one believes in them
any more and they’re slowly dying. A young woman turns not only their
world upside down, but could potentially end our own. This had its
moments of laugh-out-loud-ness, but wasn’t my favourite version of
this type of story. - Steph
Bloodlines (Repairman Jack #11) by F Paul Wilson (Hb $49.95). This
series is so close to linking back into the Nightworld series it’s driving
me nuts trying to work out how. Wilson has had a bit of fun writing
himself in as a character in this one. Another action/mystery
Repairman Jack novel, with Wilson writing his usual good lowlife
characters. I think whoever made up the saying “bad things happen to
nice people” had read these. - Steph
The Complete Idiot’s Guide to the World of Harry Potter by Tere
Stouffer (Tp $29.95). And to think I thought I knew everything about
Harry Potter! This book really puts my knowledge into perspective and
is really humbling because it makes you realise just how brilliant J K
Rowling is. This gem of a book is not just packed with hundred of
snippets of Potter knowledge, but loads of pop-culture references too.
(Am I showing my inner nerd too much? Hee Hee!) I also feel like I
learnt a lot about the power of words too, because it traces the
origins of most of the spells and the chapter on Herbology is really
interesting. I've bought a copy to give as a present and I think it
makes a good gift for Potter enthusiasts who might think they know
everything there is to know about Harry. - Sofia

COMPETITION
To win a copy of both The Mammoth Book of Modern Ghost Stories and The
Mammoth Book of Best New Horror Stories #18, name the Australian who
recently won an International Horror Guild Award for his short story collection,
Basic Black. Mail, fax or email (competition@galaxybooks.com.au) your
answer along with your name and address. Entry closes 18 Dec 2007. Entry
open to Galaxy Cardholders only.

COMPETITION WINNERS
The winners of a copy each of the Star Trek 2008 Wall Calendar are Nicola
James and Lynne Everett. Congratulations!

